This is a summary to IRG Meeting No. 42(IRGN2010 WG2N4582)

1. Future Meetings: recommendations IRG 43.1 and IRG 44.1 (for Information and Approval)

The following gives the IRG future meeting schedules:

- IRG #45: HK Polytechnic Univ., Hong Kong SAR (2015-11-16/20) (approved)
- IRG #46: Beijing, China (Confirmed, 2016-05-23/27) (need approval)
- IRG #47: Seoul, Korea (Republic of) (Request to KATS, tentative backup by Japan, 2016-10-17/21) (need approval)

2. Extension F Work: IRG M43.3 and IRGM44.2 (for review and actions)

IRG has submitted Extension F ballot comments and have reviewed relevant documents. Review report on IRG CJK F1(Extension F) WG2N4677 is submitted to WG2 Meeting No. 63 for further review and follow up actions.

3. Extension G Working Schedule: IRG M43.3 (for Information and Feedback)

IRG CJK_F2(Extension G) has already had 2 rounds of review and is frozen after IRG No. 43. This means, only problem characters in F2 will be removed, but no previous questionable characters will go into it. IRG will have the 3rd round of full review and finalize F2 after IRG Meeting No. 45(Nov. 16-20) for submission to WG2.

4. IRG IWDS update: IRG 43.6 and M44.9 (for Information)

IRG has reviewed a summarized unification error list(IRGN2049), and confirmation will be done in IRG Meeting No. 45.
5. **Horizontal Extension of H Source**: IRG43.2 and IRG 44.10 *(for Information)* 
Currently, HKSARG is developing a full set of HK characters for Horizontal Extension. The targeted completion is 2016. IRG has also noted some development work in Macao SARG along the same direction.

6. **Preparation of New IRG Working Set IRG44.4 (for Information)**: 
Considering that CJK_F2 is at its final stage for submission to WG2, IRG agrees to call for submission for its next working set (IRG Working Set 2015) for review at IRG Meeting No. 45 before its consolidation.

7. **IRG PnP: Resolution IRG 44.4 and IRG44. 6 related to Working Set naming, kTotalStrokes *(for Information)***

The IRG accepts to include kTotalStrokes as part of the submission data in its future working sets (IRGN2086). The IRG noted the possibility of ambiguity of strokes even in individual member body submissions. IRG has no plan to check total strokes information, and thus will not be responsible for the correctness of kTotalStrokes data.

To avoid naming confusion of IRG working sets with CJK extensions in ISO/IEC 10646, IRG decided to use year in four digit form to name its working set starting from the next working set which will be named IRG working set 2015.

Revised PnP documents will be confirmed in IRG Meeting No. 45.

8. **3 UNC characters from MSARG, Japan, Unicode: IRG 44.5 *(for review and action)***

IRG accepted 3 UNC proposals from MSARG (total of 21 characters¹) WG2N4679, Japan (total of 2 characters) WG2N4680, and Unicode (1 character) WG2N4678.

9. **Remapping of Suzhou Numerals: IRG 44.7 *(for review and action)***

The IRG agreed to re-map the BIG5 Suzhou Numerals, HB0-A2CD to U+3039 (and thus U+ code mapping from U+5344 to U+3039), and to map HB-A2CC to U+3038 and HB-A2CE to U+3040.

10. **Inconsistency on Source Separation: IRG M44.8 *(for Information)***

The IRG agrees to put a note in ISO/IEC 10646 to reflect the source reference changes among its versions. Japan will submit its own explanatory notes to WG2 and TCA will conduct a review and submit to WG2 when the information is available.

11. **Updated CJK Radical Table to include both CJK_F1 and CJK_F2: IRG M43.7 *(for Information)***

The IRG’s CJK radical table now includes CJK_F1 and CJK_F2. The IRG members is encouraged to use this table as a reference for code chart review.

¹ IRG Meeting No. 44 approved 22 MSARG characters, but one of them was there because of IDS problem. So, MSARG’s final submission is 21 characters.
12. Request of co-hosting ad-hoc meetings for Asian Minority and Historic Scripts: IRG M43.8 (for Information)
By request from the SC2/WG2 Convener, the IRG accepts in principle co-hosting ad-hoc meetings for Asian minority and historic scripts related to ideographs after the IRG meeting proper ends if appropriate experts are able to attend. IRG Rapporteur agrees to help coordinate meeting arrangements.
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